NORTHWEST RUSSIAN COMPANIES AND INSTITUTIONS
IN THE FIELD OF
WASTE MANAGEMENT AND RECYCLING:

1. ARHVTORRESURSY JSC.
2. DILAR
3. METALPROMEXPORT Ltd.
4. MURMANPOLIMER
5. MURMANSKVTORMET JSC.
6. ALL RUSSIAN MOVEMENT RODINA
NAME OF THE COMPANY/INSTITUTION:  
ARHVTORRESURSY JSC.

CONTACT INFORMATION:  
Kuznechevsky promuzel, Arkhangelsk  
Russia 164045

E-mail: avr@region29.ru  
Tel. +7 (8182) 24 33 90, + 7 921 240 77 97  
Fax +7 (8182) 24 33 90

Head Dolgoborodov Aleksei Yu.

DESCRIPTION:

Year of foundation: 1972 (state institution), 1990 (private company).  
Number of staff: 40 employees.  
Production volume/turnover: N/A  
Projects: N/A  
International co-operation experience: No experience.

ACTIVITIES:

- Collecting, sorting, primary recycling and transporting of paper, glass, clothes, plastic and battery waste to other regions  
- Utilization and full recycling of mercury.

COMMENTS:

- Ready to negotiate more in detail about co-operation in the field of collection of waste electrical and electronic equipment.  
- The company is willing to co-operate in the field of car tires recycling (they need recycling equipment for it).  
- Ready to establish a joint factory for medical waste recycling and production of plastic dishes together with the Finnish companies.  
- Very interested in technologies of waste incineration and how to finance construction of this kind of plant.
**NAME OF THE COMPANY/ INSTITUTION:**
**DILAR**

**CONTACT INFORMATION:**
15, F. Abramova Str., Arkhangelsk
Russia 163009

Tel. +7 (8182) 65 00 69

Director Puenzaru Roman

**DESCRIPTION:**

*Year of foundation:* 2000 (September)
*Number of staff:* N/A
*Production volume/turnover:* N/A
*Projects:* N/A
*International co-operation experience:* N/A

**ACTIVITIES:**

- In the future recycling and utilization of car tires.
- Plans to establish a new factory to produce new material from plastic with use of new technologies for recycling and utilization of plastic.

**COMMENTS:**

- Ideas and thoughts but not much experience in this business field (environmental technology).
- Very interesting and anxious to co-operate.
**NAME OF THE COMPANY/INSTITUTION:**
METALPROMEXPORT Ltd.

**CONTACT INFORMATION:**
10, Promushlennaya Str., Murmansk
Russia 183034

E-mail: konst@mir.murmansk.ru
Tel./Fax +7 (8152) 435 676

Head Egorov Sergey V.

**DESCRIPTION:**
*Year of foundation:* N/A
*Number of staff:* 30.
*Production volume/turnover:* 300-400 tons per month. / 1,5 M RUR per month (part of the company, which is making business all around Russia).
*Projects:* N/A
*International co-operation experience:* No present contacts.

**ACTIVITIES:**
- Reprocessing and utilization of scrap and non-ferrous metal waste (aluminum, stainless steel, brass etc.).
- Reprocessing and utilization of rubber from big submarines.

**COMMENTS:**
- The company is interested to expand its business to new areas: paper, glass and plastic recycling and bio-oil treatment
**NAME OF THE COMPANY/ INSTITUTION:**
MURMANPOLIMER

**CONTACT INFORMATION:**
6A, Transportnaya Str., Murmansk
Russia 183034

E-mail: mplast@an.ru, info@mpolymer.ru  URL: www.mpolymer.ru
Tel. +7 (8152) 224 646, 224 649
Tel./Fax +7 (8152) 224 645

Head Ivanov Mikhail

**DESCRIPTION:**

*Year of foundation:* 1995.
*Number of staff:* 38.
*Production volume/turnover:* 60 tons per year (2001) / 7,5 M RUR.
*Projects:* N/A
*International co-operation experience:* No experience

**ACTIVITIES:**

- Recycling of plastic.
- Production of three kinds of plastic boxes, which are used in fishing industry, agriculture, bakeries etc.
- Plastic containers for food, baskets for water, paper, pails etc.
- Ready to make different kinds of products.

**COMMENTS:**

- Interested in international co-operation.
- Willing to start further discussions with the Finnish companies.
- Ready to utilize plastic waste from Finland, if possible.
NAME OF THE COMPANY/INSTITUTION:
MURMANSKVTORMET JSC.

CONTACT INFORMATION:
35, Poliarnye Zori Str., Murmansk
Russia 183025

E-mail: murmanskvtormet@freemail.ru
Tel. +7 (8152) 441 573, mobile +7 921 708 05 67
Tel./Fax +7 (8152) 441 516

Head Pavlenko V.V.

DESCRIPTION:
Year of foundation: 1952 (“Vtorchermet”).
Number of staff: 200
Production volume/turnover: N/A
Projects: N/A
International co-operation experience: Exporting scrap to Finland (Kuusakoski Oy), Norway and other countries (about 70% of total volume).

ACTIVITIES:
- Collection of ferrous steel scraps (95%).
- Accumulating scrap from the local and regional market. Converting metal scrap that can be used as a raw material for industry.
- Selling the products to the national and international market.
- The company is also a seller of rolled metal (strip and sheet metal, tubs, bars and other). They supply Murmansk region with about 600 tons of rolled metal a year.

COMMENTS:
- Interested in possible co-operation with the Finnish companies.
- Willing to discuss and establish business in collection of different kinds of waste electrical and electronic equipment, paper collection for recycling, non-ferrous metal scrap etc.
**NAME OF THE COMPANY/ INSTITUTION:**
ALL RUSSIAN MOVEMENT RODINA

**CONTACT INFORMATION:**
St. Petersburg  
Russia 198005

E-mail: [mpbo@infropro.spb.ru](mailto:mpbo@infropro.spb.ru)
Tel. +7 (812) 965 5961

Head Bykov V.I.

**DESCRIPTION:**

- **Year of foundation:** N/A
- **Number of staff:** N/A
- **Production volume/turnover:** N/A
- **Projects:** N/A
- **International co-operation experience:** As a partner in a Joint Stock company with Lassila&Tikanoja ja Nefco.

**ACTIVITIES:**

- Recycling of household waste.
- Plastic, organic waste, metals and car tires.

**COMMENTS:**

- The company needs external investors.
- They are planning to have a new integrated recycling plant.
- Interested in finding co-operation partner who could invest in equipment and development.